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AMERICAN STAFFORDSHIRE TERRIERS
NOW AND BEFORE
By Rade Dakić
I have been involved in dog sport for many
years and I am often asked what I think is different
today compared to the time I started, how our breed
changed and what I feel are the best and also the
worst changes that occured.I may say a lot of things
had changed. It is the same in our everyday life - a lot
of things have changed if we compare life today with
that of 20 or 30 years ago.

It is the same with the amstaffs. A while ago
everything was done with much more romance
and love. Winning a show 25 years ago, one would
be filled with joy and pride. Today people are
less happy, even if they win the World Champion
Title. And, the title is important only on the day of the
world show or maybe 2 weeks after that. After one
month everybody forgets the world champion!!!!

I must admit I prefer the life the way it was before,
even if we did not have mobile telephones, internet or
other technical things which are available to us today.
In some way all those things help us, but on the other
hand they are forcing us to live the way of life that we
may not like. However, this is a philosophical question
and I will just add that I think life 20 or 30 years ago was
more romantic.

My impression is that before people had much more
love and passion for everything. Today quality of amstaffs changed too and is now different from country to
country. Twenty years ago, Holland and Germany were
leading amstaff countries in Europe, but not any more.
They reached the peak some 20 years ago, but after restrictive laws adopted by their governments they had
a big crisis. Now they are slowly recovering and Dutch
breeders even made some fantastic results in 2016. As for
amstaffs, I think that the world’s leading countries today
are Spain, Russia, Serbia, Italy, Hungary, etc. Just look at
the results at World and European shows in the last decade and you will see where Top dogs are coming from.
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When I started with amstaffs we did not have mobile telephones, internet, Facebook, we did not have
digital cameras. If I wanted to learn something, I had
to write my letters, usually by hand or, on a good day
by writing machine. Then I put it in an envelope, went
to post-office, put a post mark and sent the letter to
USA, Canada or Holland, and then waited for a minimum of two weeks for a reply.
I had an old Russian photo camera. For one good
photo I had to use at least two films (by 36 frames each),
go to photo shop and have all 72 photos done on paper,
then I had to choose one or two best ones, copy them
and send to many addresses. It was much more difficult
than today.

Now you use a digital camera, shots cost you
nothing, you can delete all that you don’t like and
the ones which you do, you can download to your
computer and with one press of the button the whole
world can see them. I remember I was the happiest
when I got some magazines from Germany, Holland or USA. I waited for the postman as if he should
bring me candies. But, back then we all had a lot of
enthusiasm. We wanted to learn about amstaffs. We
wanted to share what we learned or got to know.
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Today I have the impression that new generation is
not interested to learn. They do not have amstaff
books, magazines, they do not know blood lines, they
know nothing about history of the amstaffs, about the
names of some very famous people who helped to establish the breed, about the best dogs from past, of important
pedigrees.All their knowledge is from internet and Facebook and they think it is enough.They are mostly interested in what will be at next show and whether they will
win or not or, when the bitch will come in season to have
puppies with the neighbour’s dog to get some money.
There is a joke that today, for most of this new,
fresh breeders the most important title is not the Club
Champion, National or International Champion. The

name of the most important title is – SOLD!
Today, breeders must be very careful not to lose
that Old Type, we have already lost majority of that
old school breeders, we desperately need new mentors. Today amstaffs maybe better in quality, handling
is better, and so are some other things, but I am afraid
that big percentage of new owners have forgotten the
main point of being in dog sport.
Somehow, I prefer old times. It seems to me that
those were the times of improvement, progress, humanism and romanticism, and today we are in era of
dekadency.
But unfortunately we can say this for the world in
general.

